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Commission readies 'white paper'
By DANEENE J. FRY
Editor
The "white paper," the result
of four weeks of seminars to discover the mission of the University In future years, Is expected
to be ready for distribution upon
return to classes in the fall.
The Commission on the Mission of the University, the official
name of the panel, was created to
"determine
essentially what's
bugging the students," and to formulate a statement regarding the
mission of the University "for
our time and for the foreseeable
future."
The commission consisted of
six faculty members, four students and one member from the
Board of Trustees. Selection of
faculty members was a result of a
joint venture of the officers of the
Faculty Senate and the President
of the University In consultation
with the vice-presidents.
Selection of students was made
from suggestions from honor programs, Student Council, the Student Academic Affairs Board and
various Individuals In the academic community.
The group met dally in threehour. Informal discussions beginning the week of June 23. Many
of the sessions featured a short
report on som? problem facing
the University community, followed by a discussion of the problem.

] Rodgers remodeling almost completed
By BARRY FOSTER
Staff Reporter
i Incoming freshman men living In
adgers Quadrangle will be greeted
y wild op-art colors and superj raphlc design, to this point uneen outside the fine arts building.
Bowling Green administrators
Jive been stressing programs to
pgrade the older dorms on camVis for quite a while now, so
'hen the periodic re-palntlng of
idgersuuad came around again,
foy decided to "dress It up" a
*ttle.
f
The administration was approached by Rodgers last year
-id asked If they might not have
l little more color In the dorm.
Miey felt this would promote spirit
'id pride in the freshman in their
Ma and In the University.
Fred Arn and Dave Neuman of

the Campus Planning Board got
to work on the problem right away.
They first selected a number of
colors to
coordinate with the
drapes (they will not be replaced),
and then presented these to Rodgers to see which ones the dorm
members wanted to use.
Rodgers selected four colors and
told the University to go to work.
Arn and Neuman finally decided
on a "super graphics" design,
using the colors In wide stripes
and arrows throughout the halls.
Huge numbers denoting the floors
cover the walls. "We really should
have more graphics," admits Arn,
"but It was our own University
crews, and we wanted to keep it
simple."
The lounges will also be modernized by suspended 4' x 4' 11thgraphs. These two-sided, black
and white lithographs will help

Gift shop, ready
for beer facility
By MICHELLE ALMAS
Staff Reporter
The little shop Is ready for Its
inslon and migration down.s into the old bookstore in
fall, along with the much pubIsed snack bar. Many more
is will be Included from the
• Art Department, and various
■.ndrles will be available.
The Little
Shop Is Bowling
een's compensation for moving
i bookstore out of the Union.
■w inner campus students may
rchase Items for gifts or pleare. They carry everything from
m, to artful mobiles, from cards
fl new Arrld Extra Dry. It has been
peclally convenient forpre-regration freshmen who wish to
rchase souveniers for their
ends back home.
Ucohollc beverages for the
st time in the history of
wllng Green State University
1 be allowed to be sold on cams. This controversy has brought
fering reactions from the stuit body.
)arlene Culler, sopnomore in
College of Education, said,
:'U be nice to have beeroncam■—except that most students will
|-pt to get away from campus for
•lr extracurricular activities."

Bill Fleming, freshman in the
College of Business Admlnistraslon, said, "I'm definitely for It.
It's about time that BG caught up
with the rest of the state universities!"
Mary Temfemhart, senior In the
College of Liberal Arts, said, "I'm
not opposed to having beer in the
Union with a food service, but I
would prefer a separated food
area as well, so you would have
a choice of atmosphere."
Mrs. Virginia McTeer, a senior
In the College of Education, saii
"I feel like it's Inviting disaster. Some people don't know when
they've had enough. I'm opposed
to alcoholic beverages In any form
at any time."
Greg Fote, sophomore In the
College of Education, said, "I
really don't think that It will make
much difference, most kids will
go downtown, anyway. This will
only be a mid-way stop."
As the present schedule Is set,
the entire unit will open this fall,
but as of right now, there Is still
much work to be done.
Students returning this fall will
be able to form their own opinions on this "first" In Bowling
Green's history. Whatever the general concensus, there Is one sure
thing—the old bookstore Just won't
ever be the same.

separate the lounges Into little
talking areas, while still keeping
the continuity of the lounge Itself.
Arn hopes that the new carpeting will be in by Christmas.
"We didn't get approval on the
funds in time to have It ordereu
and In by September,'' he said.
Rodgers is also slated to get
some "way-out" furniture for the
downstairs and the lounges. The
furniture will consist of foam rubber "shapes" and "forms" abstracted much like those on the library terrace. These will be suitable for sitting, lying, sprawling,
and all other conceivable positions
that college students seem to twist
themselves Into to study, read, or
rap.
"Really," concludes Arn, "the
theme of this whole project is
'llvllness and bright colors'. We
feel that this will spark a pride
In the Incoming freshmen In their
dorm and in the University."
"But," Arn went on to caution,
"they have to treat this stuff with
care. If It gets chipped up, it'll
look terrible."
Rodgers has always suffered
a tremendous amount of vandalism.
There are no official tabs kept on
losses, but the University loses a
great deal annually replacing bathroom fixtures and repairing furn-

iture.
One thing that Arn Is especially
worried about Is the careof the Individual room doors. The paint
was applied over top of the varnish, and if they are banged around
and treated carelessly, the paint
won't look like anything at all.
The downstairs lounge will be
remodeled by removing the switchboard for the new (entrex system, and making the office Into
more of an "office." There will
be carpeting laid, and all new furniture Installed. The green mosaics on the pillars are also slated
to go, the pillars will simply I*
painted black.
Kohl Hall is next in line to be
done, but it is not known as yet
whether they will get a similar
treatment. Founders Is undergoing a minimum refurnishing this
year, and there are no plans in
the Immediate future that forsee
any major renovation.
The Mid-American room Is also
under work. The plans call for It
to be finished by the beginning of
school in a style much the Canterbury Inn, in downtown Bowling
Green.
As for any renovation of the
greek houses on campus, that all
hinges on the success or failure
of the "greek village."

Special consultants, such as John
Millet, Chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents, and Dr. Irwtn
Polster, director of the Gestalt
Institute of Psychology, W3re also
featured at the seminars.
A
budget of approximately
$20,000 was appropriated for the
s'udy. This budget Included approximately $15,000 for faculty
salaries, and $2020 for student
salaries for the four week pe.-loJ.
The sun of approximately $2,009
was sel aside for payment of the
gius! consultants for the semlnirs,
and $503 for research materials.
These research ma'erlals w'll be
kept on file In the Unlvers'ty Library to be used by members of
the community,
Secretarial and supply in I.-.''N
to'alled $580 for the stuly.
The commission has discussed
several are.is which hiire 'o:icerned the Unlve.-si'y in rece-i'
years, as well as ttnse which will
affect the University In the future.
Dr. Richard Carpenter, professor of English, Dr. Maurice Mandell, professor of marketing, and
Tom Shelley, senior in liberal
Arts, are In charge of writing
the formal "white paper."
The members of the commission
that are not actively engaged In
the formation of the "white paper"
have composed an essay on some
Issue of higher education. Plans
for binding these essays into took
form are being considered.
The paper is In Its third draft,
and Is expected to be distributed
to faculty members upon their
return on September 19. Means
of distribution to students is, as
yet, undecided.
Later In the fall quarter, symposiums will be held to acquaint
the various factions of the University with the commission's recommendations.
"These symposiums will be conducted In the hopes of clarifying
the thinking of the University community and also In the hopes that
people engaged In forming policy
will have the benefit of these discussions," commented Dr. Robert
Goodwin, chairman of thecomm'sslon.
Members of the commission indicated thai they hoped that the
seminars will be enlightening and a
stimulus for further and continuous
dialogue within Bowling
Green's academic community.

Theatre tickets
The final performance of Rich
Elsbrouch's production, "Thumbscrews," will oe held tonight In
room 110-A of the Graduate Center.
Despite good publicity, and a
good show, attendance has been
light. Admission is free, and a
good time Is guaranteed for all.

1
wpp**w",,*i

Rodgers Quadrangle will have a new look for incoming freshmen.
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editorial
Continuing problems
As summer quarter draws to a close, there ure siill several problems which remain unsolved.
Although the Michalski conlorversy is over for Robert Michalaks,
the issue has still not been completely settled. It is assumed
thai Greg Thatch, vice president of rules and regulations will receive the Student Council presidential duties in September. However, this solution is not definitely settled, and should he settled
as soon as possible.
The University commission appointed to explore the duties and
objectives of the I niversity in the future is scheduled to reveal
its "white paper" to students ami Faculty upon their return in the
fall. It is hoped that the commission can sponsor seminars and
discussions based upon its recommendations stated in the white
paper."
The immediate questions of financing the I niversityhus been answered by the recent increases in instructional and non-resident
fees. I HI this solution will not end the question. We need, indeed,'demand a heiier. longer lusting solution to the problem of
financing higher education.
Other problems exisi as well.
Many <>f tin- students attending H(>SI this summer will not he reluming in the fall. However, many of them will he returning. I'o
these students we urge active participation in the affairs of the
University community.
We as students have a choice to ni.ike—eilher mercK exist in the
community as sponges, or actively participate in the affairs and
events. It is up to the students whether or no) the I niversil)
continues to grow or romuins a stagnunl institution.

The family feeling
By JO ANN SNYDEH
Guest Columnist
I know you, don't I?...Oh yes, of
course, It all comes back...that
chill, fall day, the first time I ever
entered your home...'What you
want, baby we got It, what you
need...sign up for...' How did you
know what I want, how could you
know when even I didn't? Hut being younger and Inexperienced, I
took your advice...so much older,
so much wiser. Away from home
for the first time, far away, looking for a parental surrogate, the
Family Keeling. You promised It
to me. Fun, friendship...scholarship, leadership, service; the
Brownies organized on a collegiate scale.
The awe of that first year was
soon lost In the Intrlcasles of the
administration of your estate.
Money for this, money for that,
be here, be there, do this, do
that, ad lnflnltum. It was easy to
rise to power within your structure for who else wanted to accept whatever challenge you had
to offer? Once this pinnacle was
attained, what was left? Left only
with that feeling of being alone,
lost, banging your head against
Invisible, Impenetrable walls.
There weren't as many friends
which must say something for the
kind of friendship you had to offer.
So I resigned myself to the fact
that 1 couldn't please everybody
and didn't really want to try.
What happened to that beautiful, holy bond you had promised
me when I first came to you? What
about the friendship, the laughter,
the love for...that sacred tie which
binds us Into one unbroken bond of
sisters? Unbroken that is except
for an occasional squabble over
some meaningless Incident that
sharply divided us into sides...the
right, the left...the wrong. Too
many of us were joined in that
bond only by the boring, weekly
meetings, the unending requests
for money, the same pin..How
proud I used to be of that silver,
those Jewels shining upon the dark
of my sweater. Now, It Isn't as
shiny; the months of lying In the
dark, the purple velvet of my jewelry box like some specially made
coffin have taken away Its sparkle.
I Ike a once favored doll, loved
until the novelty wears off, then Is
lain neglected in an obscure corner
of the nursery, It Is taken out, to
look at, to remember...the good
times.
There were good times within
your walls, times when people forgot what they were supposed to do

and did what they wanted. There
were some good friends, too. but
no more than those I have found
this summer without you.
If only we had followed the tenets
you had set down, but like everything else, they're good in theory,
rotten In practice. The way you
choose your friends makes It impossible for any form of democracy
to exist. You never give half the
people a chance; sometimes you're
lucky and you do get a good friend,
but not often. The way you relate
to your Immediate world, setting
boundaries...the right places to go,
the right people to know. You declared yourself In the name of
individuality yet expect us as Individuals to conform to your Ideals,
your standards, not our own. You
expect us to talk alike, dress alike,
think alike nationwide. The rules
you have set make it difficult to
beat, one In which there Is never a
winner, never a loser, only a stalemate.
Where you are today Is where
you belong....just a memory. It
suits you far better than any other
environment I've seen you In to
date. Funny how memory blots
out all the errant things you've
done and glorifies the good. I
remember the real people, the ones
who were able to retain Individualism within your structure, and
not the house, the pin, all those
insignificant things we were supposed to value as initiates. They
mean nothing any longer; the pin
is Just another piece of useless
Jewelry, the house Is just a building, a place whose image changes
as often as the people within it
change pinmates.
The real people will always be.
Changing, yes, but always in some
way the same. Even after the years,
the wrinkles and the grey hair, the
smiles will be the same at the
pleasure of seeing an old acquaintance. Maybe with the passage of
time, I'll be able to come back to
you as an old friend and feel
pleasure. By then all the injustices
and Inequalities of the present will
have merged Into the background of
my mind.
To m/ daughter, whom I do not
yet have, and all her friends, I say
yes, take the friendship if that Is
what you truly want, but look carefully beneath the surface to make
sure she has friendship to [jive. Ami
if, for some reason known only to
herself, she should not want your
friendship as she has not wanted so
many, save your tears for something better; she really Isn't worth

It.

Tell it like it is
By JUNE WARD
Guest Columnist
If a University really Is a "seat
of higher learning" H should be a
place where students and teachers
can hold discussions and enlighten
each other. This is becoming Increasingly hard to do and there
Is a reason for It!
In order to have a proper and
enlightening discussion of any subject, It Is Imperative that the participants define the terms they use.
If this Is not done, there will be
no worthwhile ideas examined or
valid conclusions reached.
By omitting the necessity to define terms, the "liberals" In our
society (defined as those who wish
more government Intervention In
the American economy, as opposed to Its original meaning—
those who are champions of liberty and lalssez-falre Capitalism)
can use such terms as Capitalistic-Imperialism and State Capitalism as though these were valid
concepts. The simple act of defining terms would make such
Aesopian language unusable. If one
does not define terms, words can
connote whatever the person using
them wishes to convey and, as
long as the listener does not demand definitions, there is no way
he can distinguish between truth
and error.
Let me give you an example.
Capitalism is by definition a noncontrolled economic
system
whereby private citizens own and
operate the means of production.
Fascism is an economic system
whereby the private citizen holds
the means of production in his
name, but has no control over
Its disposition.
Communism and Socialism are
economic systems whereby there
Is no private property because the
government owns and operates all
the means of production.
Imperialism means the policy,
practice, or advocacy of seeking to

extend the control, dominion, or
empire of a nation. It can readily
be seen that private citizens could
not be imperialistic because they
do not have coercive power. If they
are given the power by government,
they can no longer be considered
private citizens since they represent a government and are impowered by same.
By definition they are not capitalistic because capitalism refers
to an economic system non-controlled and not protected by government and run by private citizens. Imperialism and state are
terms which can only be used In
reference to government.
Using these terms with Capitalism is much like trying to do
an algebraic equation with apples
and peaches. One could properly
say Fasclstlc-Imperialism, Communistic-Imperialism, or Socialistic-Imperialism and one could
also use the word State with these—
that Is, if one does not mind being
redundant.
But one could never say Capitalistic-Imperialism or State
Capitalism. Most words can connote and many can have "emotional" meanings, but these are
clearly not definitions.
It is not only possible for a
nation predicated on a capitalistic base to become Fasclstlc, but
it is, in fact, happening In America today. But, let's tell It like it
is! This Is not Capitalism and,
If clear definitions are used. It
can be readily seen that It is not
Capitalism.
America has certainly been imperialistic at times and will continue to be to the extent that private property is in name only—that
Is, Fasclstlc. Certainly there has
never been a nation In history,
including America, where laissezfaire Capitalism was the economic
base.
The United States Government,
from its conception has Interfered

with and partially controlled many
parts of the American economic j
system by the use of subsidies, '
tariffs,
franchises, anti-trust;
laws, etc.
A "mixed economy" such as we
have fostered In America for the
last 60 years is In fact a mixture of Capitalism and Fascism
and should be understood as such.
It Is, In fact, the Fascism In our
economy, misunderstood as Capitalism, which has given CapitalIsm Its bad name!
Language is primarily a tool to
think with and secondarily a means
of communication. If we allow our
language to become corrupted, we
can no longer trust It to lead us
to understanding and knowledge.
If we allow those who teach us to
use undefined terms (no matter
who they are, and no matter what
the terms used) we are giving them
sanction to destroy our ability to
think clearly and rationally. It is
imperative that college students
particularly Insist on definitions
before they discuss Issues and before they accept "facts." If our
words have no absolute, or at
least agreed upon meaning, then
we
are making unintelligible
sounds with our mouths.
The two distinguishing marks
Which hold homo sapiens above the
other animals is their ability to
use symbols to convey abstracts,
and their ability to reason. If we
destroy, or allow the destruction
of the validity of our symbols, we
have nothing with which to reason.
We cannot even think without symbols. The end result would be the
destruction of rationality and along
with that—man.
At that time,
Plato's definition of man as a
"two legged animal without feathers" would suffice, since man
could no longer be considered a
"rational animal." Come to think
of It, if and when that happens, we
won't have to say anything--we
can Just point!

In search of an albatross
By G.I.G.
Guest Columnist
A beach can be a very, very lonely place at night.
It doesn't really seem to care much about you when
you talk to it. Only a few waves seem to make it
all the way to your feet...no moon...silence...nothingness...
But Inside...inside, a turmoil that has been building, gains and rushes Into break the limits that
you have held for such a long time, and tears flow
to join the sea... Remembrances are good, but it's
a bad thing to dwell in the past. If you do it too long,
It seems as If nothing you do today Is very meaningful, your life is only yesterday. But things creep up
and If you take just one night and go to the beach,
you can find people drifting In and out of your mind,
People you thought you knew when they were there
before you' but who become complete strangers after
you leave them...
Before I met you, I was content in a placid world
of fantasy. It was calmer, more secure...I could predict the future. I could make up my friends...! never
had an enemy...no troubles. The world you gave me
to replace this peace is unsure and at times crushing
In its vivid realizations and...unhappy. But, It's real,
and you are always there to help. It's better that way
than in a world alone.

know for what. Things that cost money don't count.]
But those scraps of paper you throw away so freely,
they are more valuable to me than gold...
I have wondered what happened to that cat we saved |
when you slid In the rain. We nearly killed each other,
but we saved the cat.
You were the one I could always talk to. You were I
the one who could understand...I trust you...you really
ought to run the dog more often. He hates that pen...
Love, too much of It—or too little, can ruin a great!
friendship. It's never anything to fear. But you as-1
sumed. You thought you figured it out. You thought you'
knew who I was. But I lied and I played the part and]
I mapped out the steps...but, I never intended it to!
end this way. I wanted it to be bit easier for you tol
give up...soon it will be time to move again, a grad- !
ual breaking away for most...but you,,,you're the only!
one I really regret. We'll probably never be friends,
even though we always said we would...I don't expect 4
you to understand or to accept...just forget...Here no j
one expects anything of me, I can disappoint no one. [

And soon you'll all be broken up. No more club...
no more closeness...spread thin, over the state, the!
nation, and the world...Some of you will make It back f
and some won't. But If the members were people to
you and not just files, they'll stay with you forever...It
seems a shame you search for something all your I
life and you find It and just one or two hlnderances|
You would accept anyone. You didn't care who he prevent the dream from being a reality...
I would leave you Sea...you and the beach...but thei
was, as long as he needed a place to stay, a friend
to talk to, you took him In...a very unusual club...a give coffee at home Is Instant and I want something that!
and take, and If you couldn't do both, you were out. is brewed a long time.„nm I can never seem to]
But It seems that the membership was never shaky. wait for it long enough for It to get done...
The waves rise and fall...nothing ever stays...every-l
Once you were a blood-brother, nothing could tear you
apart...not an arrest or a threat, or an eviction, thing changes...There are some ducks over there... |
or an essay, or anything. ...And you're still very much They know a lot you know....they just keep It all to|
themselves, and don't get in anyone's way...and,...sure
part of my life...
enough...they get fat off the gratitude of the visitors. I
That night you ran out of the room, I was afraid.
Really afraid. I thought that you would never return
They flock around you if you have a loaf of bread...!
again. I searched for you. That night the beach didn't They must be able to smell It way off...But that's!
help me at all. But when I returned home, I found a the only time they have any concern about you, unless]
new friend...sitting there waiting...ready to help... you talk to them and listen to them and come late at I
You wrote to me once when I wasn't home, and put night and sing to them...then they know you just by the]
the papers on the coffee table, and they shall always way you walk down the hill, and they'll come and justj
stay with me. Some people collect other people's visit you...if they aren't too busy with their owr
lives to live off of. Just like parasites. Just like other private life, or If they want to talk...then they likel
scraps of paper, it meant a lot to me. I grabbed you even If you don't happen to have any bread..J
like a thief and kept those writings close at hand so and they'll accept anyone and listen to eacli and every
they could be read whenever anyone didn't show up. So, problem and never get tired...
the pile of journals and scraps of your lives grew...
By the river Is a nice place to walk hand in handl
You reacli a point when everything you ever really and just to think together, and the ducks son't mind I
wanted, you find. (At least In a material sense)...Yet if you bring a friend...
you're not happy, you're still searching, and you don't
I have to walk at night...
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Sheep-dip!
By BRUCE McGARVEY
Guest Columnist
Once upon a time—say about two or three o'clock
EDST—there was a girl namiid Carol Brutz. Carol
Brutz was a college student, or rather, a student at
Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green,
Ohio. 43402 Established 1910.)
As little Carol finished glueing on her coulats...
the buttons were missing and there wasn't a bit of
adhesive tape In the house...her mother came In with
a basket.
"Carol, I have a basket of bugs for you to take to
Grandma," she said In a thick Ashtabulaaccent. "And
don't forget to leave your Drop-Add slip at the Registrar's Office. Just remember to beware of the Big
Bad Registrar. I've heard stories of how young people
have gone into the Registrar's Office and come out,
only after thirty or forty years, all gray and wrinkled
like a prune."
"OK mom," said Little Carol Brutz. Her mother
left the room wondering what Carol meant by "OK,
mom," (Carol's mother was a Psychology major In
college.)
Little Carol was soon on the way decked out in her
red coulats--wlth a few glue spots. Little Carol was
somewhat Imprecise In her glue placement...No...she
was a slob!...Well, anyway, Carol bounded through
the woods until she saw the infamous POWER TOWER
In the distance.
In an Instant Little Carol came to a screeching
halt.
Her heart leaped to her throat.
She stood there quaking with fear contemplating the
terrorsof the Registrar's Office, but she said, "What
the hell!" and headed toward the building.
As she tripped up the stairs, she stubbed her toe on
a petrified frog laying there waiting for the bus and
fell flat on her physiognomy. From that exotic vantage
point, she could see the dreaded DEN OF THE REGISTRAR.
She caught her breath. (It fell out of her pocket
when she fell.), regained her footing and walked through
thp elass doors...You guessed it, gunky!...

White space

After she picked the glass slivers from her hair,
she cautiously tippy-toed to the window with her slip...
the paper one. After a few minutes, give or take a
month or two, the Registrar appeared startling Little
Carol. (She's a jumpy little son-of-a-gun!)
Immediately the Registrar realized that, if he was
to sucker little Carol as he had suckered multitudes
before her, he must disguise his wolflshly malevolent personality.
Carol looked up Into the Registrar's face, whimpered a little, and said in her best baby-talk, "Oh,
Mr. Registrar, would you please help me?"
The Registrar, assuming his disguise, smiled sheepishly and said, "Why yes, my little petunia," knowing all the time that he was really going to give her a
fleecing.
He took the slip Into the back room supposedly to
check sonr; Items out. After eating lunch (lamb chops,
what else?) and taking a short nap, he returned to the
window and Carol asked If there was any problem.
"Baa, the only trouble Is that file THREE is Full,
you BAG. We have trouble finding room for all the
copies. You see, we not only have to file the MASTER,
we have to file a copy for some DANISH FELLA and
one for that little short GUY WHO LIVES IN GYPSY
LANE."
"The better to look up your courses with, my little
opossum," countered the Registrar defensively,
Carol parried with, "Oh, what a nice file cabinet you
have."
"The l*tter to keep your courses on record, my
little kumquat," the Registrar returned, getting a
little irritated. (He was allergic to wool.)
"Oh, what a nice computer you have."
And with that, the Registrar blindfolded himself,
according to procedure, and programmed the computer for Carol's courses.
He knew he had her now!
When the registration card came out, the Registrar gave a howl of delight.
Carol had been programmed for 601 credit hours
for Spring quarter with a miftor In Cornish hen
stuffing

Zoe
By DANEENE FRY
Editor
Summer in a place you swore
you'd never spend any more time
than you had to...and you swore
you'd never care for anything...
or anyone In that place.
And you thank someone...maybe
even God...that you've changed
since that first vow...Yes, you've
phanged and grown...some for the
pad...but a lot for the good.
. And you had a lot of help. It's
peen a long time since that original vow...you transferred and wal.owed In dreams of the past...and
-efused to accept anything of the
uture.
You walked around this place
hey call a university...and scorned
everything and everybody...the flfy some buildings and 13,000 plus
ndlviduals who called themselves
students...and you wished you could
o back to the past...but you
ouldn't so you tortured everyone
/ho said a word to you.
Now, a year later, and what
«ems like centuries later...you
eallze a very Important concept...
ne that will get you through the
est of your life In one piece...
emember the good, and forget the
ad...but don't dwell on either.
It took so long..and hurt so many
eople to realize that.
Now, sitting In a quiet room...
tjoying music and a warm frlendip, you can face the past and go

on with your Hie. And you can face
the person across the room without counting the days until she'll
be gone from your life.
That sounds queer...but yet it's
not....love Isn't merely something
shared by a man and a woman...
it's shared by many people...and
it's very special...and to hell with
anyone who tries to make it dirty
or sordid or something that it
isn't. I love In a way I never knew
I could...I never had a sister, but
always wanted one...one that I
could talk to without ever feeling fear or...
Well, we can never be blood
sisters...maybe we can never be
sisters in mind either...but I can
hope...maybe even take a chance
that there is a God, and pray...because anyway that makes my dream
...my hope come true...is worth it.
Grass fights...water flghts..beer
at Howard's...introductions to
"celebrities"...girl talks at all
hours...so many more things...they
mean so much to me...and so little
to everyone else.
Maybe I'm
crazy...probably am.
There are so many things I've
tried to say...to share...because I
hoped you'd understand...because,
as conceited and crazy as I am,
I felt you were worthy of hearing.
I ramble on and don't seem to
be able to say what I am trying
with all my heart...my mind..indeed my soul...to say. Maybe it's
an inexpressible feeling..or maybe
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...because the feeling Is so new
and so wonderful and so powerful...
I Just haven't found the way.
Whatever It Is...I mean, I guess,
thanks.
I don't usually commit myself to
anything...! prefer to remain aloof
and free. This commitment I will
keep...no matter how many more
crazy moments we share...how
many more times we see each
other...no matter how many times
we write.
You've given me more than I
could ever ask...and maybe that's
what hits me the hardest...I didn't
have to ask...you gave as freely
as I could imagine and allowed me
the same. I will always value this...
and always be willing to give...and
to trust...because I finally found
someone...in this cussed world...
that thinks...believes...feels as I
do.

By KAREN SCHULZE
Guest Columnist
Ah, 'tis the end of yet another quarter! Greedily clutching a computerized list of my "achievements" (I paid $340 for EIGHT CREDIT
HOURS??!), I turn my face away from BG ad demurely as possible and
scramble posthaste to make up for all the fun I must have missed this
summer. Never mind that I came here driven by a terror of quiet
hometowns; college is WORK, and summer Is for FUN, and everyone
knows EDUCATION ISN'T FUN! Didn't anyone ever tell you that? Wow,
my profs have been trying to beat that into me for months!...ANYway,
it ain't gonna be like last year—thirty dates in twenty-two days
amongst seven guys. Heck, no, I'm gonna' just ride off klnda peacefullike toward the setting sun and the soybeans and hop farms of Maud,
Ohio. (OMIGOSH, I've got two weeks at home, and I just "mlnl-fled"
my skirts....what will I wear around my "maxl" dad?!).
I DID learn something Immediately relevent In my statistics class,
which surprised me, too, but, anyway, ACCORDING TO THE I.AWSOF
PROBABILITY, we are more likely to be ahead all the time or behind
all the time than ahead, say, half the time. Which means there really
are such things as winning streaks and losing streaks. Wlilch means
I don't think I'll bother to eat In the dorm tonight.
It takes a bicycle to realize that Howling Green isn't as flat as you
think.
If "Say It loud, I'm black and I'm proud" Is the motto of all blacks, I
must say Black America, 11C. locale, lias done a great job this summer
letting us whiteys know It. Particularly between twelve and three a.m.
every night.
My gosh, It could have happened on campus, It was so typical. Did you
hear it on the news? This priest appeared before the Toledo City Council to get some action on some noisy trucks that had been barreling
down his street for seven years. Natch, he'd tried all the legal, acceptable processes, and no action, so he just gave them a piece of Ids
pastoral mind. After an Impassioned plea, he ended dramatically "...and
still, Toledo has done nothing about It! This is a SICK city!" And The
Establishment, after a timely pause, slowly Intonated, "TOLEDO ISA
GREAT CITY ...TOLEDO IS A GREAT, WONDERFUL CITY." Now you
know what Toledo Is like as well as I do. I tend to strongly disagree
with The Establishment when It Insists there Is no room for Improvement. And, like I said, It could have happened on campus, It's so typical.
Well, here Is a quick and easy test a wise campus sage once told me to
indicate if you really l>elong on this campus. I don't, according to the
criteria, so It's gotta be pretty reliable: If you belong In the society
of Howling Green University's elite student body, you
(a) are In the College of Education,
(b) live In Cleveland, or
(c) wear contact lenses.
My friend, the trustee (yeah, gang, THE trustee-type trustee) must have
been by a few nights ago when I wasn't. She left a matchbook with "Dependable Champion Spark Plugs" on it In my mailbox. Her husband (Mr.
Plugs'!') owns It plus the rest of northwestern Ohio (such a deal!).
They're real swingers...somewhere near Social Security age, he's taking jet-flying lessons and bought his own little Jet to run about it. With
Mrs. Plugs acting as navigator, they flew to Europe and back in one
day. As they returned over a non-ocean bod of water, she announced
that they were near home, since that water was Lake Erie. Whoops, the
control tower told them It was Hudson Bay! Just goes to show the
higher up the ladder you get, the bigger your mistakes. Aren't you glad,
you're a peon?
One good thing about coming back In the fall...it'll be good to be a firstclass student again after being denied student government, open houses,
the rat, the union (after dark), and academic advisors for 2 1/2 months.
After last week's column shot, I'm beginning to feel like Hester Prynne...
I wonder how many of you are Rev. Dlmmesdales? Is that back really
mine or not, anyway?
Have a happy vacation and be careful this week-end. After all, what would
our computer uo without vour Social Security number?

An olifactory
tour
By BARRY FOSTER
Guest Columnist

Winds from the north produce
the sweet smell of sewage wafting gently from Poe ditch and the
Many of this year's pre-regis- pollution control center drifting
tration students, indeed, and even across campus. This provides a
the Incoming freshmen could get cover-up for the dorm's cafeteria
lost on this vast expanse of higher (nobody can really tell the diflearning, were It not for the great ference).
olifactory guides produced in conEastern gusts bring fertilizer
junction with the town and the Uni- fumes from nearby farms, letting
versity. Actually, what It means Is you know that milk isn't the only
that something isn't rotten only In thing one gets from a cow. In fact,
Denmark.
one gets this smell increasingly
All a student has to do is find as he approaches the Administraout from which direction the wind tion Building.
is blowing to find out where he is.
The gentle southern breezes carThat Is, one may tell the general
proximity to different olifactory ry with them not only the fralandmarks by taking a good whiff grant automobile exhausts, but also
the smell of burning trash from the
of the air around him.
If the wind is blowing from the South Hall garbage cans.
west, it is quite readily apparent,
Now that we have set up general
since the campus is covered with olifactory buffers, one may acthe aromatic cloud of rotten toma- tually tell where he Is on campus
toes produced by the Heinz plant. by the sectional smells he may find
This is variable, however, for In within a given area.
winter thev switch to cat food.
The unmistakable smell of dead

rats will tell one that he's somewhere near South hall. This, coupled with the mouldy smell of University Hall can help him pinpoint
exactly where he is.
As he approaches the Union, not
only does the weird smell of the
"food" get to him, but also the
smell of those hippie radicals that
hang out in the south end (everybody knows that anybody that may
have a few free ideas has long
stringy hair and reeks).
And as he heads east, the sweat
from the Men's Gym actually becomes overpowering, but not as
much as the guinea pigs they keep
In the old stadium...not by a long
shot.
One will find the basic buffers
of this olifactory map in operation
90% of the time. I will admit that
there are actually days when the
Heinz plant doesn't stink, or the
farmers don't add an overpowering
amount of fertilizer, but count
those days on your finger.
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Visiting prof compares cultures
By G. I. G.
Guest Writer
Dr. Helmut Pelllschek-WUsdorf,
a visiting professor In the department of Education Is returning to
his home in Salzburg, Austria, and
the loss to Bowling Green will be
great.
This Is the second time that
Dr. Pelllschek has been an instructor at the University. He is presently teaching Education 571 and
572 and will teach the same type
of course when he returns to the
Paedagogische Akademle In Salzburg this fall.
After attending the Hauptschule
and Gymnasium (equal to our high
school) In Salzburg, Dr. Pelllschek
received his Masters Degree In
Philosophy at St. Anselmo in Rome
and proceeded to teach elementary
school. After he acquired his Doctor of Psychology, he taught prep
school for elementary teachers In
Salzburg.
In 1967. through the acquaintance

Dr, Pellischek

of
several professors
from
BGSU, who were In Austria, Dr.
Pelllschek found an opportunity to
participate in a newly Innovated
exchange program at the University.
Since that time, he has been
trying to enlarge the foreign exchange program for both the teachers and the students at BGSU and
at the University of Salzburg. It
is now possible for a student at
BG to study for a year abroad.
Dr. Pelllschek Is very enthusiastic about the program and feels
it can only benefit all parties concerned by the sharing of their
various experiences.
"Such a
transition to a different country
and the way of thinking of a different people opens new channels
of thought and creates a new unity
for the nations Involved."
As far as problems of adjusting
to the United States, Dr. Pelllschek
found few difficulties. A language
barrier was the least of his worries
for he probably speaks better English than do most Americans. His
vocabulary, though far from limited, Is restricted to the basic
terms, which has Its advantages.
He feels that often times a professor falls Into the habit of using
unfamllar jargon that only confuses the students. "By speaking
In a foreign language," said Dr.
Pelllschek, "a person understands
how Important just basic communication is." Dr. Pellischeck added
that the students and the faculty
at BGSU have been very helpful
in making his adjustment to a new
way of living. The only worry he
has Is that his son and daughter,
who are both in elementary school,
seem to be able to speak better
English than he does.
Dr. Pelllschek's family travels
with him when he comes to the

DORSEY'S DRUGS

For All Your Needs
OPEN SUNDAY NOON 'TIL 6 PM
MON-SAT 9 AM 'TIL 10 PM

U.S. He feels that the country is
fascinating In the fact that you
can travel for days without leaving It. " In Austria, nothing Is far
away. The country .is about as
large as Ohio and has 7 million
people living there. Italy, France,
Germany, Check, Yugo, are only
a few hours away.
Since the iron curtain runs along one side of Austria, Dr. Pelllschek feels that the people of the
Western European Countries have
fewer problems with the Communist countries than we seem to.
He suggests that this might be
due to the ever-present awareness they have developed, whereas
the Americans are more removed
from the immediate realization and
recognition of such factions. All
in all, Europeans seem to be more
International because of simple
geography.
Dr. Pelllschek Is eager to give
his own Ideas of the differences
between the two countries and
is so open-minded that he avoids
making any value judgments as to
the right or wrong in the actions
of the people or the governments
of either country. As would be expected, there are differences.
"Often times," Dr. Pelllschek
says, "tourists from America can
be a bit overbearing by dressing
in sports wear when formal attire is expected and by continually
letting the people know that they
are Americans."

He feels that the students on the
campus differ In a similar fashIon. If there are radicals or hippies on the campus of Austrian
universities, they go about their
protesting In a seemingly more
constructive way. Dr. Pelllschek
suggested that the serious Austrian student would "lose his Image and be considered not serious—even if he had a serious Idea,
If he dressed In an extremely
unconventional way or was observed chalking the sidewalk. Most
of these students would make their

Ideas known through a serious discussion or a publication," Dr.
Pellischek stressed the Idea that
there Is no one way of presenting
Ideas and that what Is good for one
people Is not always good for another.
At present, Dr. Pelllschek Is
concerned with his research In
mental health and the education
program here and in Austria. However, he still finds time for many
outside activities such as sidling,
camping, swimming, piano, organ,
and dabbling in painting.

Dr. Pellischek, visiting professor from Austria, will be returning
home soon. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Good Luck
Kathy!

Stop and Visit Our Pipe and
Tobacco Shop
tt*t»vM BBB-CHARATAN-GBD
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BAUMANN,
MISS OHIO
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203 N. Main

We use FRESH dough"

FREE Delivery
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS
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Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167
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Theatre in Review
By BARRY FOSTER
Staff Writer
From the pen of Richard Elsbrouch, fondly reniem'»ereil for,
"In Summer Quite The Other
Way," springs anew, light-hearted
comedy that revolves around a
game of "money, money, Where's
grandma's money?"
"Thumbscrews," also directed
by Elsbrouch, Is an "arena" production, that Is, a theatre-ln-the
round, which enhances the effect,
and helps the players bring the
play to life by letting them play
to all sides.
Theatre-ln-the-round does have
Its drawbacks, however. For Instance, It Is sometimes difficult for
one to hear as the actor turns
towards another wall, and exits
and entries are made much more

difficult.
Elsbrouch's new play has been
In the works for over two years,
and was part of his work on his
niter's degree. "I'd had this
Idea about older people, so finally
I locked myself in my room for
four days and did the first draft,"
said Elsbrouch.
"Thumbscrews," Is a quick
play, based on witty one-liners
and extremely acute timing. This
reliance on timing shows up In
the second act especially when the
actors seem to get "boggeddow.i"
In the plot.
Paul Lucas, as Hal, does an
amazing Job.
Lucas has been
branded as more or less the "Wlllan type," after working In "The
Garbage Hustlers," but adds a
great deal of comedy as the perceptive old museum curator In

classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT
Individual
room available fall
quarter. Rented house, clean, good
location. $50/mo. Write: Don Balas, 704 S. Blvd. NW, Warren,
Ohio. 44485.
FOR RENT: Apartment for 3. $135
mo. Robt. McGeeln, 354-4204.
1967 Chevy 2drHt, 28,000 ml. $1700
352-0589.
Apt. to share with two girls. Close
in. Rent $60 month. Call Lima,
Ohio. 331-5871, or write Connie
Dlerlnger, Apt. 34, Sherwood Ct.
t Wanted: JOHN GALT.
MANUSCRIPTS, THESES, papers
[i typed. Professional. 353-2431.
One serious-minded student need|) ed to share Wlnthrop apt. $67.50
per month. Write David Grenamy1 er 316 Winding Way, Merlon, Pa.
19066. Call 1-215-664-5810.
Wanted: one roommate. Graduate
student. Thurstln Manor, Thurstln
1 Ave, B. Green. Approximately $70
i mo. plus utilities. Brand new efficiency. Contact Jane A. Shanahan,
88 Ranen Road, Lowell, Mass.
01852.
DT...thanks...with your faith behind me...I might make it...friendship means...

Wanted: one or two female roommates starting fall quarter. Call
352-0575.
For Sale: '65 Chevy Blscayne,
409, former police car. Automatic, power steering & brakes, $995.
Call 352-5942.
Wanted: one roommate. 54 Greenview apt. Rent $120. See Ken,
University Shop, 352-5165.
For Sale: '67 Barracuda Fastback, 273 Hl-Perf Auto, Buckets,
Disc brakes. $1800.00 352-5043.
HELP WANTED FEMALE. Women-show wigs, door to door. High
salary plus commission. Free
sample wigs. Write Mr. Scott fashIons, P.O. Box 18841, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19119.
Yea Jane-Jo!
Summa Cummal
—Your fans
Roommate wanted to share apt.
Completely furnished, nice location. $60/mo. Write Donna Lebtz,
1218 Chalet Dr. Sandusky, Ohio
or call 1-625-2185.
RIDERS WANTED: Going to Wash.
D.C. or VI. Lv. B.G. 8/30. Also
to B.G. from Metro. N.Y. 9/15.
Contact Joel Bergman, at 352-0640
or 232 Psych Bid.

"THE NEWEST
LOOK
IN TOWN"
OR
HAS THE U-SHOP
REMOLDED THEIR MODELING
NOW, NOT ONLY DOES THE UNIVERSITY SHOP
HAVE THE NEWEST FASHIONS BUT THE NEWLOOK IN INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN.
PLUS?- A NEW CREW OF CRAZY WILDMEN
AND RAVISHED YOUNG LADIES TO HELP YOU
IN SELECTING THE SMOOTHEST "IN CAW
FASHIONS.

jf Itttwrfltt}}

"Thumbscrews."
Cathy Pratt, as Alison, the great
niece and part-time bitch, does
an amiable Job of projecting herself Into the part of a 21-year-old,
boy-chasing,
"post-adolescent
teenager." Her terse, yet effective comments add a great deal
of humor to the play.
Kathyrn. as portrayed bv Pennv
Klnnear, does an adequate Job,
but somehow doesn't seem to exactly fit her part as well as she
might. Instead of giving the feeling of an 80-year-old extrovert,
she gives more the Impression of
a hospitable 60-year-old madame.
Elsie Is priceless. Despite a few
tiny character flaws, coming from
working as an extremely old person, Linda Blaskovlc does an excellent job as Kathyrn's best
friend. Her "little old lady from
Pasadlna," appearance and quick
wit make hers one of the most
convincing, as well as funny characters In the play.
Walt, as played by Jim LarnieU,
and Crystal, played by Maureen
Brlgham, need character development, and could stand some work
by the actors also. For some reason these characters seem to come
across as actors on the stage,
rather than "real people." Perhaps it Is a basic lack In the
characters themselves, or lack of
people who fit the parts.
Elsbrouch, probably for
no
better reason than that he wrote
the play, does an admirable Job
in the casting of his characters.
For the most part, they seem to
fit the characters that they are
supposed to be, helping make the
play very tight.
Unlike "The White Sheep of
the Family," "Thumbscrews" has
a great deal of value for th» play
itself, besides the laudable acting
Jobs done by most of the cast.
Although the play is put on In a
reconverted classroom with makeshift lights and sound system, the
make-up comes off rather well.
Kathyrn at times looks a bit overdone, but for the close proximity
of the audience to the stage, It
really comes off rather well.
Haying Just four weeks to rehearse shows in some spots. There
are times when cues are not as tight
as they might be, and lines are forgotten and retraced for. But all In
all, "Thumbscrews" la a thoroughly enjoyable evening.

Theatre Unbound will be performing "Thumbscrews" tonight in
the Graduate Center. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Music prof works
on summer project
By HEIDI HILAMAN
Staff Reporter
Donald Wilson, assistant professor of music, Is undertaking this
summer a research project granted by the BGSU Research Assockiteshlp. This project Is writing
a composition for the Collegiate
Chorale and the Symphonic Band
to be presented May 1970 during
Music Week.
Wilson explained that, due to the
nature of the work with the emphasis being on the style and capabilities of the BG music student,
the project has no way of paying
for Itself commercially. He described It as a "University work
of art."
This specialized program is paid
for by the grant, but the actual work
Is entailed In the Research Assoclateshlp.
Wilson assumed his present position at the University in September 1967. He attended the University of Chicago where he received the Bachelor of art* In the
Humanities; Cornell University
where he earned first his Master
of Arts In Composition and In 1965
his Doctor of Musical Arts In
Composition.
He Is a member of the American

Composers Alliance, the American
Music Center, Ohio Music Teachers Association, and a former
member of the Board of Directors,
Philadelphia Composers Forum.
Wilson served In various positions at WUHY-FM radio station in
Philadelphia. In 1966-67, he was
program director.
He has worked Informally with
the WBGU-FM station. He eventually plans to change that status.
"I have all kinds of ideas, but
finding the time is going to be
tricky."
Among the awards mentioned
before Is the Joseph H. Beams
Prize by Columbia University; a
1963 and 1964 Revolving Scholarship by Berkshire Music Center;
the A. M. Drummond Award by
Cornell University; the "Major"
Armstrong Citation by Columbia
University for Excellence In music
programming for educational radio; and a 1967 scholarship by
Bennlngton Composers' Conference.
His wife, Claire, Is a talented
pianist and accompanies students
for recitals and such, though not
affiliated with the Music Department. They have two children,
Shellah age 6, and Susannah age
4.

.
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Now Open!
Watch For Our Restaurant
Opening In Early Fall
5 Meeting & Banquet Rooms
Available In Early Fall

FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 352-1015
i
HOWARD

JoHnsonJ
1630 E. Wooster
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The BG News literary supplement
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Lesson
for Easy Ed Wadams

*
•I Moth Fliea
in The gathering
(fawn
I saw your face, dark in a crowd....
Cold ayes, a mouth slow to smile.
And as I looked, seeing nothing,
I took your hand.

Along The highway

Come if you dare, and I will show

Fences
define Themselves
I s The Natural
light
increases

hou I r s

Take it easy, Ed. The flowers
are delicate & easily
broken, & yr. wounded
stride is heavy. Such
strides are built
for cotton, where rows

Barns

are wide & untangled.
You life.
Cling to me and I will make you
One with me in the crowd.
I saw your face, dark in the crowd.
You were searching; but I found
you and now you are lost.

—Robert Erman

But there's no cotton this
year, & the territory
must be crossed. Once
focused, the landscape
is varied, & holds
more miles than we have
energy. So, though
our starfields are

—Don Hanosky

mined, there's no time
to play safe. To hel.l, then,
w / cloisters, & weld ourselves

Out
AndO!
Io be in
And in
flndO!
to be out.
'Mnrcia Truman

to the immediate. Reflecting
from inside its
growing metaphor for

confidence, your face enjoins
me, too, to stride
big amid such delicacy.
-■Ron Johnson
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thank you
daytime, nighttime;
it all seems alike.
the curse ol darkness
is paid with a slug in a tin cup.
"Don llanoskv

IN YOU, GOD KNOWS
In you, God knows, I've had the earthy life
-we were almost religious, we
thought in images.
(the king is laughing, all his
men are killed;
he is shaken by the news, as
well he might be.)
In the days of the freexe, we
see a minor sun
our winter moon bled for the
solar rose.
(fame, a bouquet in the niche
of forgetfulness!)
Cattle have courage, but after
the barn is burned,
they will look at the sunset
and tremble.
Like millions, I took only pride
and more than just,
first striking matches that
brought my blood to boil;
I memorized tricks to set
the river on fire,
and somehow never wrote anything
to go back to.
Even suppose I hod finished
with wax flowers
and earned a pass to the minor
slopes of Parnassus:
No honeycomb is built without
a bee
adding circle to circle, cell

to cell,
the wax and honey of
a mausoleumthis round dome proves its
maker is alive.
The corpses of such insects live
preserved in honey;
praying that the perishable work
lives long enough to desecrate.

25
o precious loisl
dork limbs of torture
against surreal twilight trees
crucified with birds!
& i run mod through the golfcourso
beneath o jewelry store of stars
aching with desire
for the fat whore of my dreams.
what
dead
dead
dead

things do i possess?
parents, dead wife & children,
friends & all my own selves
& collected in neat folders.

This open book-reading myself,
I find familiar parts
of my open book
fatally misquoted.
Yes, we often thought in images,
God knows we did. In you.
--Roy Hartman

high in the stone tower
these emeralds glow
where no eyes but mine
know the loveliness i know.
desperate i tunnel into space!
pullearth with claws & dig deep in!
o treasure! ■ would spread you in my barns!
roll in the warm coins of my youth!

i . >

. ;

" .
■

& now the drums, awful ponderences
of stillness beneath great trees.
i am alone & all is lost
& i will ride home through slicing shadows.
glide through sexual streets
of ambrosial lilac desperations,
pass dark bodies in parked cars
& weep like a haggard old voyeur.
& where is it all going?
what wheel turns me into time?
oil these trees & remembered lusts
& the agonies of unshared joy!
i think about my father's handsome face,
a gold Canadian beach & crystol blue
horizon of my mother's laughter,
i want to ride in worship
to the end of the earth.
•-Jiarald wyndham

The world is a basketball
In a game that goes on forever.
But what I want to know,
Betsy Boomer,
Is this:
Who is winning?
—Curtie Jacobs
Age 6
Madison, Indiana
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SOLO
lam sick.
the world is sick of me
and would like me to leave,
...THIS FROM LEAVES

it deceives me. tte old Cuban
selling garlics on the corner
is not anymore.

Embracing
the branch
which bore us
both
joy and sorrowEmbraced
by the source
of our warmthWe held
through summer
and fell
to grasp
it all:
This-an act
of mutual
consent
made
in light
of
reality.

he never lived here, and
I never owed him, but
he has expectations.
the world owes me nothing
and is not here,
neverlived here, and
never bought from me,
but smiles pleasantly,
it has expectations.
-David Adams

Wes Evans

MORNING SONG
the sun rose, left
of the uirport
from which a jet pens bluck
into pink & yellow, the moon,
ubovc right white;
differentiated from the clouds
by its hard edge.
the green bodies living
in the northern Ohio August swump
face greeting me
20 floors above them
Horizon West Apurtments
creature of another planet holds
my sister in its bowels
hungover beaten. . .
GOS91P
dedicated to: Jan Whittcmorc

the slur of strange words in
car.
1 walk caring little
about
what is said,
but rather
who
these things
arc

said about.
'Thomas H. I,ambcrt

her husband of 3 yrs.
the man she ever loved
owns her.
--Nancy Gcrding

RACISM
with black strife
choking
our throats of
awareness
some of us reach out
tired hand
to be
spat upon
by only the few
who refuse us.
it's too bad
we really want
to learn
how to spell NEGRO
with
one
G"
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OCT. WHISP

autumn

(for Debbie)
nightly

fall(s):
precious gold
pumpkin
moon
whisply covers
your passing shadowtake time,
October love
--R.H. Ziegler

RONALD SEARLE, ENCLAND

Geometricians
for Dick Ducat
( 3/69 )
We faced each
other often at odd
angles. Now the angle
has closed; sides lie
straining in flat
opposition. You easily
understood the central
point: protector's
sense of action transformed
subtilties into delicate
equasion. I, stormed in
series by intricate

the youthful
Rat,
covering the endless,
barren floor,
Looking—
searchingfalling
old forever
back into
the stagnant
Gorges of my
beginning.
—Marsha Leslie

conditions, kept focus
only on flux. I put no
limits to our boundaries, & test
experiments only against
their results. I will wait
for these angles to again
open & become complimentary.
• Ron Johnson

SAVE
COUPON VAUN

5

GIFT STARS

001233

COLD SOARS
Like virility, the ungodly spirit of enigma,
he struggled for yeors inside an enormous frozen pea
It is well to ignore THE BARBS OF MANHATTAN!
--Raymond DiPalma
Darrell Gray
Stephen Shrader
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Five breaths after the
I^ast poker chip whirls
Dustily on the floor,
Dawn drags her ass
Drunkenly down garbage alleys leaving
Faint strands of light,
Like straw hair.

Where she lurches against
a dead invisible cat and
one dozen unused contraceptives.
MENU FOR A DOG
for R. Sward

The queen of hearts
Crawls wearily from
Underneath the deck,
And spite daintly
As dawn slobbers by.

Dear Ford, Your cousin
Dogs have eaten a tree. All
But the roots. They spit out roots.
And God I saw nthe branches turn to
Animal legs and leaves transpire
eyes. Incredible green eyes
and noses from other leaves
Connecting cloud-sniffing dogs.
Dog-like, tree dogs.
Fearing Woodsman critters.

—Don Hanosky

Remember your oil-eating Poem
Brother Dogs! The truck eared curs
City cousin to the Great
Redwood bodied oak tailed
rootless Giants.

Oh Ford!
I have seen them ail.
Barking sunlight
Against the wilderness.
--Steve Lipson

SHURE!
The EMU
Sitting

"Man if it don't come off
with soap an' water just leave
it be," I said
'cause skin don't come off
in pieces
it slides off altogether

like
a dead image
off a mirror
when the light stops
holding it up."
-Thomas H. Lambert

alone
on his wife's brown egg
flightless
living example
of the earliest extinct
true bird
having a
. double condition
of feuthers —
—farted.
-Steve, Don, & Wes

Poem tt I
Left fielder
Orange Foot.
The East cheap
Purgatory Band.
Poets turn on poctS"
You can smell 'cm.
"Phil O't'onncr
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FOODSTUFFS

'Mini in do in ttoenty-one
Tiny "pops" of savery surrounded the chuclcwagon.
Off the road to the south Lemonarf Lefkowicz
Was drinking a glass of bean-ale. He was the last survivor
in the cross-country turnip race; kernels of estrangement
drifted to the bottom of his stein; the afternoon was filled with chemicals
When the Martians came, they found only the residue of his mistaken youth.
-Raymond DiPalma
Stephen Shrader
Darrell Gray

feeling unprepared
knowing personal freedom is farcical
seeing gluttony in lovemaking
trying to please all you love,
and being unsuccessful
aware that twenty-two is close by
confusing all the alternatives
waiting, constantly
waiting
at twenty-one

—Reeky Allyn

—Note From The Editor:-

THUNDER IN THE MORNING
To me, a strangeness:
six a.m., hour of birdsong
& faraway still sounds,
to hear the rumble, rumble
of what belongs to summer
midnight, summer noon.
Even the clouds: bruised
black-purple & swollen.
There are omens here,
friend, & not merely
of rain, wind, £. lightning.
I am apprehensive as a bird.

CONTEMPLATION
• -Frederick Eckman

I spent a whole afternoon
watching the sea. . .
When I realized that
. . . the sea spent u whole uftcrnoon
watching me . . .
I fell so overwhelmed;
it hud so much to offer,
and I could only offer my body.
--Ken Pritchard

I would like to take this opportunity (my last
chance for glory) to thank some of the few people in the world of professional poets for the
tickling taste of friendly pressure that has made
this summer's Literary Suppliments the smash
that they have been. Okay now, thank you some
people for the pressure.
And People,
when all else fails, do some truckin' for awhile. Then try diggin' back into whatever it
was RAIL made your head forget,
come fall,
THOMASH.LAMBERT
Literary Editor
B.C. News

'NO BABIES"
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3,000 fruit fly strains saved
It has been three weeks since
the epic fight between the city and
the University over the spraying
of mosqultos, and Dr. IrwlnOster
and his fruit files are safe.
It all started when the city decided to "fog" Instead of spray.
When he asked the city to have
restrictions put on the company
to only spray when the wind was
blowing away from the Life Sciences Building, the company refused, and Oster sought an injunc-

tion.
When scientists learned that the
Mid-America
Urosophlla Stock
Center,
home of over 3,000
"strains" of fruit flies used in
genetic study, was in trouble, cables from all over the world flooded
the desk of the governor.
The city and the University finally came to an understanding when
they decided to spray Instead of fog,
saving the fruit files from possible
contamination, and/or possible extinction.

Photos by Glen Epplestein
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Summer school
The summer at Bowling Green may not have been
filled with the conflicts of the preceding year, but it
did see several changes and events.
One of BGSU's largest summer enrollments filed
into campus to begin classes June 23.
That same week, a commission to study the role
and objectives of the University for the coming years
began holding its seminars. The commission, composed of six faculty members, four students, and
one representative of the Board of Trustees held
dally meetings to discuss various problems and
concepts which affect the University community.

"One giant step for man...'"--first lunar space walk.

sees changes, events
Missi

In the first few days of summer quarter, the first
part of the Upward Bound program, the Bridge,
joined the campus community. Twenty-six high school
graduates entered the pre-college program, with the
option of continuing their studies In the fall.
Two weeks later, 75 more participants in the Upward Bound program arrived. These students, still
enrolled In high school, attended regular high school
classes for make-up work.

Greg Thatch

Robert Mi

In mid-July, Robert Mlchalskl, Junior in Education, resigned his short-lived but long disputed position
as President of Student Council. On May 6, Mlchalskl
captured the top scat by a margin of 52 votes. One
month later, Student Council called for his resignation on the grounds of academic lnellglblllty at the
time of the election. It is assurnsd that Greg Thatch,
recently elected vice president of rules and regulations, will assume the presidency this fall.

Cedar Point, and earned the right to represent Ohio
in the Miss America pageant at Atlantic City.
July 14, pre-registration program for entering
freshman began. During their day-and-one-half stay
on campus, the new students participated In tours,
lectures, and discussions of campus life, as well
as registering for fall classes.
On July 18, the commission studying the mission
of the University ended Its Informal seminars. The
following week, three members of the commission
began to write the "white paper," the formal recommendations of the commission. The paper Is to be
circulated to the various segments of the University
during fall quarter.
July 20, BGSU students, faculty and administration Joined the world in celebrating man's first steps
on a foreign body of land. Astronauts Neil A. Armstrong, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrlnand Michael Collins successfully completed the most dramatic segment of their
historical flight, and returned to the main shipColumbia for their flight home to fame and Dralse.
Gary St. Clalr, 18-year-old student at the Wood
County Retarded Children's School, drowned In the
University natatorlum on July 22.
St. Clalr was the first drowning victim In the University pool's history. It was built In 1939.
In early August, Dr. Irwin Oster, professor of
biology, launched a fight to prevent an all-out fogging
of the Bowling Green area. Dr. Oster objected to the
"Mosquito Control Action," recommended by the City
Council because he feared the 3,000 strains of fruit
files, housed in the Life Science Building would be
lost by the fogging procedures.
University trustees announced a $35 Increase in
fees for the non-Ohio resident students, effective fall
quarter. This action brought the total cost of non-resident fees to $235 per quarter, or $705 per academic
year.
A few days later, the trustees approved a $10
increase in instructional fees for all main campus
students, effective fall quarter. This brought the total
to $210 per quarter or $630 per academic year for
instructional and general fees. This Increase coupled
with the Increase in room and board last spring, brings
the cost for on-campus living to $540 per quarter
or $1620 per year for in-state students, and $775 per
quarter, or $2325 per year for out-of-state students.

Story by Daneene Fry
Photos by Larry Nighswander

Miss Paula Redding, Junior In Liberal Arts, filed
charges of assault and battery against Greg DeCrane
assistant dean of programming, in mid-August. The
charges are a result of an Incident in the University
Union where Miss Redding and Dan Kruzman were

Pre-registration

distributing anti-fraternity literature during a preregistration program. DeCrane attempted to remove
the literature from Miss Redding's possession, and
Miss Redding charges he pushed and shoved her in
the process.
Construction of the two new parking lots approved
by the Board of Trustees, began two weeks prior to
the end of summer school. The lots, scheduled for
completion In mid-September, will accommodate approximately 350 vehicles.
The decision to the problems of the University airport remained unsolved this summer. Three possibilities (1) complete abandonment, (2) relocation, or (3)
remodeling of present facilities, are still being considered by University officials.
On August 10, the Cincinnati Bengals fell to the
Boston Patriots In a pre-season exhibition contest
at Perry Field. The game was held to raise funds
for the Steve Beattie Fund, a foundation established
to help Injured high school athletes.
This week, work on the conversion of the University
phone system to the Centrex system neared completion. This new telephone system Is to go Into
operation on September 7, and will feature private
telephone lines in each room of the dormitories, the
fraternity and sorority houses and the various University offices.

Kathy Baumonn

On July 12, a nineteen-year-old BGSU coed, Miss
Kathy Baumann represented Bowling Green in the
Miss Ohio pageant. Miss Baumann, a sophomore in
education, was crowned Miss Ohio at the pageant at

» ...
i

The Cincinnati Bengals fell to the Boston Patriots by a score of 13-21.
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Kicking in
By MARK SCHEERER
Cream-filled doughnuts from Ginger's Bakery, a dollar a dozen or
six bands at 33 1/3. "Do What You Like" damaged no small number of
Input/output circuits, In fact, the full extent may never be determined.
How many times has It been said before? Ears still turn deaf sides,
yet It still holds true:
"Open your eyes
Realize you're not dead
Take a look. . ."
Drive on through your drum heads, Ginger, drive hard "cause precious few human heads will open to It. L'Angelo Mysterloso knows
It: ". . and life flows on within you and without you." Wlnwood walls:
"Life Is what you make It/ you see but still you're blind." And Tommy
cries: "See me, feel me, touch me, heal me." Yet rigidity reigns. Walls
show no sign of cracks.
A sunflower follows Us namesake across the sky from morning to
night, never losing sight of Its energy-source. On Main Street, though,
the sunflower meets the stares, the scorn, the abuse, rejection, rigidity.
Yet new sunflowers still learn how to open their petals to that energy.
Rigid people abound, but few stiff-necked sunflowers are to be seen.
Oh, for portable Woodstocks to carry In our pockets and throw on
people with acute awareness-famine (It being one of the few halfwayeffective mind-openers around lately). But somebody'd probably have
pocket-sized AP headlines ("Hippie Fest One Big Bad Trip") to throw
back at us, and, besides, heaven Is in your mind and I've no business
there.
So play on blindly, Ginger. Faithfully, too, 'cause someday maybe
we'll all dig it. We'll go to the mirror and for once no one will smash
It. And It'll be strawberry fields and good times forever, but right
now, Christ you know It's easy to be hard.

Revelations
By CHARLES PETERSON
Looking forward and back
through another Black Swamp
morning, I can see absolutely
nothing to arouse my Interest or
excitement for this arrld plain;
this dusty, bugborn realm, this
monsterous dream, this Bowlinggreen. This second choice which
I chanced to hall as from a floundering ship I swam. And now to
spend the final session In abstentla, and maybe then be through.
Who says college Is an unreal
exlstance? The economic world,
(since economy Is the society's
judge of reality) Is quite evident
In the constant Inflation of our bills
and debts. I wonder how long the
alumni office will wait before they
send me a request...I won't forget
the tuition hikes too soon. I won't
forget the bookstore prices easily
either; or those traffic tickets from
meters In the commuter lots; or
the extra charge for drop and adds;
or the penalty for dropping a course
too late (WF) -etc.etc.etc.
Sometimes It's hard to rationalize what you are doing In college
when you are faced with a Phd.
who Is unwittingly suffering from
creeping senility. Don't professors ever retire, or do they continue to ramble on at our expense
until they run down. And they
wonder why people cut their lectures, and then penalize them for
ltt
Will the clinging Ivy-apathy and

Photo by Mike Core

fear recover the little ground they
lost when a few people began to
even think, up against the wall
motheradmlnlatraltors. Will the
humble majority continue to flow
through the turnstiles, resenting
anyone who dares to react against
the sacred solemnities of the hallowed halls.
I think the only reason I've been
able to stay on here is because
I can see that now the absurd
sheepskin goal Is so close. Absurd
because the assbustlng or midnight
ollburnlng student, the pampered,
recruited gladiator, the genuine
genius, the recipient of all the old
test answers, and the average
sometlmes-study- and-get-drunkon-the-weekend person now are all
equal! They all have the same
piece of paper that can get them
the same Job anywherel The new
boss will look first at the piece
of paper and then take a chance
on hiring and finding out which
product BGSU sent him. The tinfoil and the silver look pretty much
alike when they're fresh out of the
big BGSU mold.
There are alot of screwed-up
products running around out there.
I hope I was able to resist the
mold enough to remember who I
am, and the fact that what I stand
for Is probably what this place
should be standing for If It were
something more than a diploma
mill for the humble, and frightened majority.

Photo by Jonothon Liebkind

Records in Review
A Trout Mask Replica.
The Captain Beefheart Magic
Band. Straight Records.

One of the first things one will
notice about this album is that It
Is very loose. In fact, there Is
very little correlation between the
vocal and the accompaniment at
all.
This double record set was recorded in one night and it really
shows. Beefheart tries to play
"Frank Zappa" and they Just can't
seem to pull It off. The musicians are definitely on something,
and the production engineers (If
there are any) aren't much better
off.
The album starts off with a
wild little ditty called "Frownland" which Is vaguely reminiscent of "Dead Air" by the Mothers of Invention.
The vocal Is as heavy as the
music...too bad they aren't playing the same song.
This song is followed by a narration, "The Dust Blows Forward,
and The Dust Blows Back." The
narration is done by a voice sounding somewhat like Woodle Guthrle.
"Dust" seems like every line Is an
afterthought, added on to beef up
the poem.

"Dachau Blues" Is a heavy traditional blues number where,
again, the vocal and the band are
playing two different songs. The
singer is lamenting the killing of
the Jews In WWII, and praying
against the impending wwm. The
band does some good Individual
work on this cut, but you have to
listen for it through the noise.
All In all, If you dig really freaky
music, you may like this new album
by Captain Beefheart. Actually,
musically speaking, Beefheart Is
putting on, and putting down the
public by releasing an album like
"A Trout Mask Replica."
Songs like "Moonlight on Vermont,'" and "A Neon Meate Dream
of an Octafish," are truly Insults
to the intelligence of the listener,
with their wild off-key walllngs.
Some of the songs sound vaguely
reminiscent of the early bohemlan poetry readings which were
accompanied by dissonant music,
but for the most part they Just
plain reek.
From the Beginning.
B.B. King. Kent Records.

"Blues Boy" (BB) King has done
It this time. This album follows
King all the way from "3 O'clock
Blues," (his first big hit) through

"Rock Me Baby," all the way up
to his most recent work.
King uses a big band to back
him up, and does It with a great
deal of finesse and good taste.
The band compliments King's style
extremely well, bringing out the
best of his blues guitar.
Some of King's best guitar work
Is heard on "You Know I Love
You," and "Please- Love Me."
King's blues, for the most part,
are easy-going blues, but he does
move out on occasion like in "Woke
Up This Morning," where King
shows his speed.
Basically, the album is good, if
you don't mind the songs starting
to sound the same after awhile,
with the same 4-bar entrance, the
same band cues, and even a few
of the same runs, but If you're
really hopelessly Into the blues,
you'll dig this album.

In Summation
"I'll let you be in my
dream, if I can be in
yours."

--Hob Dylan
:$&

Love collections
By WILLIAM JEEMS
thinking about the last few months.
about cap guns (toys for tots),
little childish things, with shouting
and spouting forth spurts of laughter, playing little games of
Cowboys and Indians...
and later, still that very same
week...floating down rapid waters
of a murky crowded clouded river,
with inner tubes, swim suits, swirl
and follow, playtime, summer fun.
We swirl and bang together,
drifting off and on again together
swirling with the drifting currents,
the eddys, whirlpools, murky
streams. Muddy waters, so climb
the beach, past fill dirt cliffs and
stone flag walls and cobblestones
(antique from ten years passed),
carefully constructed, past and to
a long stone brick house, a longhouse (Iroquls Indians roamed this
land, this Fire land).
Stone fireplace, a blanket on
some wooden planks, with wine and
cheeze, the cheapest beer In sixpacks. ("Let's play like the Frenchles doll!" In secret ceremonies)
Let's wade In filthy waters, pollution floating downstream. (Ten
miles uprlver, a guy looks at someone next to him — the same as
us we whisper)
Keep wading, past old newspapers and cardboard boxes soaked
debris from civilized peoples.
Wade in swishing foam over Jagged
boulders and stone slate bedrocks
to a weeded island (not too much,
just thirty feet In radius) and think
and drink, throw bottles (secret
messages, an SOS to leave alone
please).
....quickly on the grasses, matted
down, scents and costly energies,
BUT, a distant figure on a distant

hillside faraway, HE CAN SEE US,
so we truddle off like lepers
(before he takes our names and
files a legal suit.)
Gentle Peggy, hennahaired,
gentle Peggy hennahaired.
And nothing to get hung about.
Just something to whittle away
boring summer hours. A cheapness
in a passion fire, broken orange
peels on the table, clothes all about
the woodpaneled room, your basement...
A soul search—was It all It
might have been? And we sit here
and wonder at our loneliness, after
using, after playing, after all we've
pillaged and all she gave....
Cheapness, usage for illgotten
gains, action in the summer .sun,
like poetry In trees, the sounds of
Rod McKuen, playing childish
games for sport.
Now you know what you have
lost. Offers are over and you envision others and other doings.
Wondering wanderings, another
little game.
The cauldron spills the fluids and
the waters drain away. Nothing
vanishes, merely fades, until some
dim dark deep remarks someone
mutters brings agony back again.
And all you did was use your life,
and all she did was give you hers.
Yeah, you used It rightly.
And, then once again, maybe once
In all, the visions that were, that
you discovered, past thoughts from
pretty closed eyes, half-closed
eyes, a gentle sighing, a body near
you, fire of love's fire, and so
another sleepless night shall ever
be the game.
Yes. Pretty eyes, so gentle and
so alike so many others. Blonde
hair floats upward, a different

sight, a different voice, a different
type of cheapness you Inspire, from
scents of vanilla hair. A drugstore blonde, faded like the rest
(WHAT WAS HER NAME AGAIN?),
you wonder, with gray-green eyes
(WHAT COLOR WERE THEY
REALLY?). No, the names will)
never really matter, just another!
thrill to take and hold to mold,
with molded features, trim tight
body, figures floating on another
mattress, creammy colored bedspreads, and another cheerless He. I
This one might be good, you!
think, as you move in to slay her I
breast. Pour wines down her uptlltl
throat, her fiercely gaping mouth, |
her dusty colored hair. Vanilla
extract. Funny, you should re-|
member that....
and nothing is as it seems lt|
should be...
and, yes, she was different, too,|
and identical...
pi
and maybe even woman...
You spent small moneys and far!
too little time.
...with wild quick talking, maybdl
half an hour, some wine, some f
cheeze, another fancy explanation,!
then off to the worldly bedroom,!
where she condescended to your j
lies and past misfortunes.
You talk to her of SHE (someone!
who passed you by once before).!
She listened to HER being created!
and smiled In forgiveness.
Another In a series of coir!
tosses. Flip and see which side!
It falls on. And see which sldil
she falls on. Cheap love, hatel
In motion, no poetics, but simply j
some word she whispered In thejj
morning sunlight, Just lies, falsehoods, and now, even that has comtj
true.
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Drop me off at exit 6
By KEN PRITCHARD
Here I am one more time walling
tor a ride at gate 9 on the Ohio
turnpike. Cars flow steadily
through the toll booth on this late
Sunday afternoon. I have been
standing here tor about fifteen minutes, clenching that sign where
B.G.S.U. Is spelt In four large black
capitals. It Is hot, my boots are
slowly sinking In the melting asphalt. I am getting Impatient and
start wondering If It would not
have been better to put down
"Toledo" Instead of "B.G.S.U.";
but again quite a few students from
i the Cleveland area should be returning to Bowling Green.
The cars keep passing by, I
even saw some with B.C. stickers
on; people stare at you with the
most Imbecile look, I strike back
at them with my most imbecile
look; some stupid Idiot even gave
me the peace sign and I had time
to detect his ugly grin. I wonder
I what they all think; they can't
call me a dirty hippy since I do
not qualify this stereotype description, whatever that means. Maybe
they think I am a hood: "You
never know, they may look like nice
college kids so you pick them up
and the next thing you know, they
stick a gun in your face." But
! am sure most of them don't
even think; they see a hitch hiker,
[they never pick up hitch hikers,
why should they bother this
lme? I remember a sickening
about motor oil that goes:
I'Never pick up a stranger..." It
tomes to the point where not only
ne driver is afraid to pick iro
hitch hiker but the later Is afraid
beutg picked up by some pervert
.psychopath. The other day In
Jngstown someone asked me if I
Is not afraid to hitch hike in
[this city; Why should I be afraid?
| Yet there are good reasons to be.
A car stops, I run, the guy
»ers the window and shouts: "Is
[B.G.fc.U. around Pittsburgh?"
No It's around Toledo." I
nswer, and he drives away. I
QOJK up at the sign I was leaning
inst, it reads: "No hitch hiking
|or loitering," I swear and walk
ack a hundred feet otherwise It
|mlght Impair m./ chances of being
picked up; besides some state
|trooper might come along and bug
ne; now I can say I am standing
on this side of the sign and I thought
was In violation only If I was
Standing on the other side of the plgn; but he will probably tell me
ot to get smart and I will have
convince him that I am a poor
college kid...that my parents know
vhere I am...that I have no record,
btc... Once a friend of mine got
lned $20 dollars tor standing before the toll booth, and once I got
Caught for, listen to this: "Walking
Illegally and attempting to sollclte
ride on the express way. Alough I was standing on the ramp;
ut I had to go to the police station
nd pay a $3 fine. I don't know
»hy they make all this fuss about
twitch hikers, I must be naive,
naybe hltchlkers do rape, murder
nd steal. A car slows down In
front of me and the driver makes a
'!g circle with his arm, his finger
Dinting East; "Got It" I Rumble,
|*you are going East and lam going
yest". Some people must show
elr good intentions especially
»hen they arc unable to help you.
I have been waiting here tor over
venty minutes, It Is despairing, all
liese cars going past you, I try
look miserable and completely
ost In order to gain the sympathy
" someone but this tactic Is useess. A Jet circles down toward
[leveland Hopkins Airport; then,

[
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finally a car stops, I jump in and
throw my bag in the back seat;
I ask the driver where he Is going,
"Chicago" - "Could you drop me
off at exit 6?''.
He Is talkative, he tells me how
he had to water his front lawn
twice this weekend, If I know so
and so in Bowling Green. He must
be a traveling salesman or some
kind of agent for there are two or
three file boxes In the back seat.
West of Elyrla he says: "I don't
know about these college kids,
maybe they are right to dissent,
but taking over buildings and killing
profs, I don't buy that." I would
like to know where he heard that
prof killing story. Then he goes
on: "Same with the colored people, they are too Impatient,
the Italians and the Irish had the
same problems, everything worked
out well for them; but shooting
cops, I can't see that." Probably
his favorite TV show is "Mannlx"
or
"Gun smoke"
and "The
Avengers." He stays silent for
about five minutes, then all of a
sudden: "But Bowling Green Is a
quiet school isn't It?" He lights
up a msnthol cigarette and apologizes for the smoke, but the smoke
does not bother me and it Is his
car. Then he talks some more
about the negroes: "Yes I know a
couple of them at work, even went

While you were out . . .
down to get a beer; we have a few
working at the shop, sometimes
they come, sometimes they don't
show up, you know, It's all because of that welfare, it spoils
them." Then he adds In a low
dragging voice: "But I don't know,
I don't know..." He keeps repeating this after each statement,
I wish he knew.
I am glad he speaks, although I
can remember about the same conversations before, while hitch
hiking and being picked up by traveling salesmen or some kind of
agents. At least he does not scare
me like that guy did once. I was
closing the door of his car when he
told me: "Be glad you are not a
nigger." Other people drive
you down the Ohio turnpike and
don't even mention a word. I think
I like him In a way, he Is open
and a little lost, he does not commit
himself too nvich, well he
comm'tted himself enough to pick
up a hitch hiker. We are now
passing the Howard Johnson after
exit 7; we should be only seven
miles away form the Fremont exit;
about five minutes later he stops
on the emergency lane, I contemplate the big field full of mosquitoes I have to cross before
reaching the toll booth, I thank him
and bid him a good trip; did I
mean it? Probably.

That's a no-no
walked out Into the sunlight. He
By L. RANGER
stood there for a second, dusted
The stranger rode silently Into
the hat, adjusted Its brim, then
town alone a thin cheroot stuck
took that hat and dusted his pant
from his lip. He left his horse
legs.
In front of the store. He was
Then he pulled the cheroot from
tall and thin, lean, black stubbled
his mouth and studied It. It was
chin, dusty hat and tattered, patched
beer soaked.
Mexican serape, a mena Indian
His peripheral vision noted a
dangerous eyes that searched deep,
small
cluster of former drinkers
that searched for weaknesses, for
arrayed In a semt-clrcle behind
shallow characters.
him. They were all very quiet.
Townspeople watched and felt
He knelt and adjusted the scuffed
fear. He was a "different one"...
and cracked leather boots he wore.
not...not...normal. They gave him
Standing up, he threw the cherclear passage, but their eyes foloot out Into the middle of the
lowed him. And they shielded their
street, then savoured the last
children from his gaze.
shreds of phlem and tobacco. He
He catwalked across the street
drew forth another cigar and into a tavern, entered and gazed
serted It into his mouth. A wooden
impassively about, gauging carematch stick flared.
fully the suddenly quiet drinkThe match then followed the
ers. Unconsciously he smirked.
old cheroot and the strange one
For him, this was ..."normal".
walked away from the group beThe bartender passed down a
hind. He strode south, down the
bottle and the seraped stranger
center of the street, his eyes
drank one shot quickly. They he
straight forward. Nothing moved
bleched. Beer wash followed that
and nothing lined the small street.
shot.
Then he stopped. Another was
Finished, the stranger stared at
walking now towards him. He saw
the glass and remembered the
a badge. The sheriff. The stranger
past. He wiped the taste on his
waited, his seraps swinging In the
sleeves. The others in the bar wind.
could say nothing. They were old
The sheriff was tall and had
and the town was small. The War
salt-and-pepper hair, his holster
was raging and the boys and young
riding effortlessly on his hip. The
men were fighting for the Union.
stranger
noticed that swinging
He, this Interloper, was..."differweapon. This Indeed was a lawent".
man, a man who was devil strong.
Defiantly, he faced them. All
Ten yards, five yards, two. The
old men, retired, disabled. The
stranger removed the cigar and
old men seated at the crude woodflipped the ashes. The sheriff
en tables, on stools, leaning astopped two feet shy of the stranggalnst the oak wood panels. They
er.
squirmed.
The sheriff eyed him cautiously.
He flipped a flftycent piece o.i
"We don't like hippies in this
the counter. It disappeared and he
town."

t

Office Memo

To: All Rommany Ryes and other friends who sympathize
From: The River Boat Queen, Proud Mary, (keep rolling).
Re: The Death of the Golden Regiment
Friends, it's been good to see you, hope you enjoyed the show, and
that no one swiped your trenchcoats during the featured performance.
And I'd like to dedicate the foundations of this Artsy-Craftsy Page
to one and many, expeclally to my pals, Tom and Marilyn, who sent
word today that Ladd Nathaniel has been born In Indianapolis and
weighing in at seven pounds even and eighteen and a half Inches.
And that makes me happy, so there isn't a whole lot left to be said
and there aren't regrets about this page but hopes that the world really
could dig the kids from Bowling Green and thinking about all sorts of
groovy people from the Group W bench who did their parts for this
kid and for his beliefs and thanks to all of them from me, this kid.
One last thing: If you ever get the chance, please take It, for it
may never come again In this lifetime.
As "Desiderata" states, "For all Its shams and drudgeries, it's
still a beautiful world."
Good luck, my friends, and may God bless you.
With Love and Peace
Zack
P.S. And the next song by Bobby Goldsboro goes out to all the great
kids from Jefferson High and especially for Peter the Philosopher,
to Tom and Zelda Hlne, to Nick who gets my vote, to Uncle Joint, to
Wild Bill and his blushing bride, to Tim the Pornagrapher, to Uncle
Fred and Uncle Phil who own the radio station, to Weird Mary who
couldn't be here, to Sam the barmaid, to Terry and his monkey, to
the softball champs of Falcon Pizza, and to a very special friend, John
the migrant worker, and also to Roger, who got sunburned In the desert,
and congratulations to Joan who Is our Great Mother F.a.-th.
Don't forget to write if you find work, folks.

Show and fell *

By TOM SHUBERT
Between the motorcycle shop and the district office for a seed
company, there stands a small door that leads to an apartment above
that seed company.
The building is old. The paint that peels off the exterior of the
apartment Is In small flakes but as thick as a fingernail. The wood
exposed by the crackled paint Is grey and dry with exposure. Bowling
Green has erratic weather.
In a town as highly conservative as Bowling Green Is, it is unusual
to see this aluminum storm door so gaily painted,
the many varieties of psychedelic lettering, the door simply says
Faurot, Monroe, Nangle, Shubert, and Wise.
The question then arises, who are they? An art nouveau law firm
or possible some pop stock brokers?
Such specula'lon is hardly right, though.
This apartmont houses seven young men, aged betwaen nineteen and
twenty-five years old. Three work, three attend the university, and
I am a bum.
At age twenty-two, I don't know where I am going any better than
a spinning top would know. I spin In one direction until I hit something
stationary, and then I take off on a tangent with a si ml liar fate in front
of my new path.
In the last year, I have driven a beer truck for four months, been
attending classes for five more months and have spent the remainder
visiting my folks, resting in jail, and just generally being a bum.
Of course, it hasn't Been all fun.

. huh?
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Cincinnati post wins
Legion tourney title

ft

By VIN MANNIX
Sports Writer

Bunfs 'n' Punts

continued, "but, we uon't want to thing else, that could be a signifgive Utah State a chance to make icant factor in Ihe cj'comn o' the
the most of any physical mis- "headknocker" betwJ^n BG and
Utah State, September 20.
matches."
"Even though it's the weekend
"Our defense Isn't that big, but
it's quick, so we'll be throwing I*-fore school opens," he stated,
different defenses at them. We'll "If we could get all of the stuprobably gamble and be stunting a dents here, backing up the team
for that game....it might mean
lot."
Coach Uzelac mentioned that all the difference in the world."
"Utah State's got a name. If
Utah State has only three of last
year's offensive starters return- we beat them, we'd get the naing, all linemen. He was also quick tional recognition we've been
to point out that this can be mis- working for all these years. Winning this one would put us In great
leading.
"One of Utah State's biggest shape for our conference games.
advantages Is, being an Indepen- Having the students out here bedent school, they get a lot of Jun- hind us cheering during that game,
ior college transfers," said Coach means all that and more to this
"They're well known for It, and team."
that's what concerns us right now."
The kind of "Student Power"
"We've got a pretty good line that Coach Uzelac is talking about
on their personnel from last sea- brought the Falcons to within four
son. But, If they picked up some- minutes of the upset of the seabody since then that we don't know son against OU last year.
Starting with Utah State at 1:30
about, that could mean problems."
The Big Blue lost all of Its at- p.m. on September 20 in Doyt
tack from ihe '68 campaign, so Perry Stadium, It could bring them
it's a cinch that last year's "un- all this way.
derstudies" would m.ive up and
take over the vacant positions.
Bigelow
That is, unless there's a player
from a junior college, who's ready,
Music Shoppe
willing, anl "more" able than the
"Everything Musical"
others.
All latest hits in records nnrl
albums,
sheet music, methods
"The position where this could
and (olios.
make
the biggest difference,"
Instrumi iM and Repair
Coach Uzelac went on, "isatquir<—
terback."
"Their starter last year graduated, and we're not really concerned about the guy who loitered
behind 'ilm, who's coming back.
If they should corns up with some
stud from a junior college, however....Wi could be in for a lo'. of
action."
Tne Falcons will be getting the
ball, an'I when ihey do, they'll be
trying to move against a Utah
State defenss, as tougii as last
year's.
"They've got practically everyboly back, up front," Coach Uzelac indicated, "and this Is the core
Hours 8:30 A.M.
of a defenss which held Wyoming,
a good running team, to 35 yards
to 5:30 P.M.
rushing las* season. Now that's
somoihln'I"
RAZOR HAIRCUTTING
The Falcons plan to take to the
HAIR STRAIGHTENING
air early, and then start utilizing
Its ground jann; more.
"We'll start runnln'ousUde'em,
and then come back with some
trapblocklng...'Cut them big trees
dowa!' " asserted a grinning Coach
Uzela:.
"They'll try outmiscllng us, so
Gil I for Appointment
we'll have to JS© our heads and
or walk-in
Ext. 2225
outqulck 'em. We'll be ready."
Coach Uzelac mentioned some-

When the Bowling Green falcons lace the "Big Blue" of Utah
State, a little more than three
weeks from now, they'll be taking on the best team ever In BG's
51 years of Intercollegiate football.
This Is the opinion not only of
the Falcon coaching staff, but the
belief that BG's football team will
be living on during pre-season
drills starting early next week.
"We're gonna' drop the w'lole
works on 'em," was the way offensive line Coach Klllott Uzelac
put It, describing what's on the
agenda for the Falcons, the next
18 days of two-a-day workouts.
"Not only will Utah State be
the best," Coach Uzelac added,
"but, they'll also be the biggest
we've ever faced. They've put as
many guys In the pro's as Notre
Dame, Alabama, or any of them,
lf not more."
A recent example, Coach noted,
Is Altle Taylor, a tailback from
State, now a rookie with the Detroit Lions. It was Taylor's 78yard klckoff return, early In the
second half of the All-Star game
against the New York Jets, that
sparked the collegians' near upset of the '69 pro football champs.
Head coached by Chuck Mills,
the "Big Blues" biggest (funny
how that word keeps poppln' up)
asset this season will be their
defense. Seven of last year's starting 11 are back, let by All-America candidate, Phil Olsen, 6-5,
255 pounds of defensive tackle.
Phil Is the younger brother of
another ex-Utah Stater, MerllnOlsea( whose performance In the
NKL's "trenches" as defensive
tackle wins him All-Pro honors,
season after season, as a l.os
Angeles Ham.
The Olsen that the Falcons'U
be trying to handle on the twentieth of September not only uses
his talents at the defensive tackle
spot, but also as a tight end on
offense.
"We'll probably make some adjustments once he gets In there,"
Coach Uzelac explained. "Our
tackles, Lloyd and Hoese. can
handle their off-tackle stuff, but
with Olsen blocking, we'll be moving other guys up In there, pinching them in."
In other words, the coaches will
be having so ma linebackers move
up, to give help to those linemen
up front, opposite Olsen.
"We aren't doubting the ability of our guys In the line," Coach

University
Barber Shop

meant nothing as tournament "favorites," such as the teams from
Indiana and Pennsylvania, were
knocked off In the early rounds of
action.
The Budde Post last went to
the Legion World Series in 1961.
They even reached the finals, only
to drop two straight and finish
second.
The Waukegans quickly took a
1-0 lead; however, the gang from
Cincinnati soon evened up the
score, and went on to take the
game and the tourney, 5-1.
In winning Its four games In
Bowling Green, the Cincinnati club
displayed perfect balance offensively and defensively, combining
good hitting and pitching.
This combination has taken the
Budde Post far, and, hopefully, will
see them through this Monday, In
Hastings, Nebraska, and the title,
"1969 American Legion Champions."

The Pancake House
• Char Broiled Steaks
and Chop?
• Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VAIIETIES OF
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By VIN MANNIX
Sports Writer
The 49th annual American Legion World Series opens up tomorrow In Hastings, Nebraska.
Teams representing eight different regions of the country will
engage In "double-elimination"
play for five days.
One of those eight teams is the
Budde Post from Cincinnati, which
won the Region 5 Baseball Tournament of the American Legion, here
at BGSU last weekend.
Eight teams competed in the
reglonals, coming from as near
as Pemberville, Ohio (the host
team) and as far away as Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. Other legion
teams, number one In their respective states, represented Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Some of these teams sported records like 38-4, 34-10 and thereabouts, but past season's records
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